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Article 13

When "The Eye Is of Little
Service"

by Joyce Stojfers
One hundred years ago, a man put the finishing
touches on a rustic cabin in West Park, New York. This
was surely not a remarkable feat, especially in those days,

ed his intolerance towards the “nature fakers” of his day
and looked ahead to the ethologists of today.
Unfortunately, Burroughs’ scrupulous registering of
detail has caused readers to place the emphasis on the
descriptive aspect of his essays at the expense of acknowl
edging their skillful narrative construction and philo
sophical content.
Of particular interest are essays in which “sharp eyes

but the builder was a most remarkable man: John

Burroughs, expert in “the art of seeing things,” evolves

Burroughs, famed author and naturalist, and friend and

into a narrator acknowledging times, as in “Slide

associate of Theodore Roosevelt, Thomas Edison,

Mountain,” “when the eye is of little service” (96). This

Henry Ford, Harvey Firestone, John Muir, and Walt

Burroughs, conceding to the limitations of observation,

Whitman.

Burroughs named the cabin “Slabsides,”

is not the one we are most familiar with, yet he is by far

because as he says in his essay, “Wildlife About My
Garden,” :

the most interesting. When spectatorship, even of the

I might have given it a prettier name, but not one
more fit, or more in keeping with the mood that brought

lated into physical action, the dramatic quality of

me hither. A slab is the first cut from the loaf, which we

lively narratives of less than ideal experiences, taking

call the crust, and which the children reject, but which

place in less than idyllic settings. Such is the case with

we older ones often prefer. I wanted to take a fresh cut
of life, —something that has the bark on, or, if you
please, that was like a well-browned and hardened

“Birch Browsings, ” one of his most widely read essays.

crust— Life has a different flavor here. It is reduced to
simpler terms__
Although Burroughs had a more elaborate home,
“Riverby,” —just over a mile away—where he and his
wife Ursula raised their son, Julian, Burroughs often pre
ferred spending time and entertaining guests at
Slabsides. On this centennial year of the cabin, now des
ignated a National Historic Landmark, it is appropriate
to examine the works of the man who created the cabin
and to try to gain a deeper understanding of one of
America’s greatest naturalists.
That John Burroughs was an acute oberver and
chronicler of nature is well known. His patient observa
tions were recorded with a meticulousness that illustrat
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mentally vigorous kind espoused by Burroughs, is trans
Burroughs’ essays intensifies; they are transformed into

“Birch Browsings” begins with a natural history back
ground about the Pine Mountains area of southern New
York state. After presenting this topographical overview,
Burroughs devotes a paragraph to describe an 1860 expe
dition to the source of the Beaver Kill before he proceeds
with what will be the main focus of the essay: the 1868
Thomas Lake trouting excursion. We learn that both
trips are considered by Burroughs to be times when he
dipped into the “wilder portions” of the region, and
we learn that the earlier trip did not go as smoothly as
planned; Burroughs and his companion had overloaded
themselves with “ a hundred and one superfluities,
cooked and ate their fish in “a drizzling rain” with a “cold
and protracted rainstorm coming on,” and had to “tramp
by an unknown route over the mountains.” They do
find shelter at a log house on Mdl Brook just at nightfall,
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but we get the general
impression that the trip
was somewhat disap
pointing and as the 1868
narrative is about to
unfold, we can’t help but
expect an eight years
older

and

wiser

Burroughs will be relat
ing a more successful
enterprise.
What we get instead
is not a narrative focus
ing on a successful out
ing filled with bouyant
nature musings, but a
tale of confusion and
frustration, and of
deceptive sense percep
tion and lost direction.
After receiving inade
quate guidance from a
young man, Burroughs’
party of three find they
Have veered off course
and will have to back
track. Nightfall arrives
and they must set camp
short of their destina
tion, minus the hopedfor dinner of trout, and
m __
i
r~
i Portrait of John Burroughs provided by Dr. Jim Butler, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada.
in
an area that
finds
1
B K
7
Burroughs to be the target of annoying “no-see-ems
explorers are “bewildered" as a thick fog confounds
midges.
them, ft is decided that Burroughs should act as scout

Although the next morning begins with a typical
Burroughs rhapsody on the wood thrush, soon the
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while the others stay behind with the supplies and await
his gun signal. Burroughs the scout decides to follow a
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spring run for his guide, but it suddenly disappears into

Burroughs is similarly rendered ineffective, for even

the ground causing him to muse, “I had half a mind to

when he rejoins his partners, he is unable to expeditious

be superstitious and to believe that we were under a spell,

ly lead them to the lake. Rather than the refreshing lake

since our guides played us such tricks.

But where

they were expecting, he leads them to an “extensive alder

Burroughs’ eyes weren’t proving to be of much help, his

swamp, evidently the ancient bed of a lake.” By now

ears pick out the sound of bullfrogs, and by following

“half-vexed and half-incredulous,” Burroughs’ comrades

their croaking, he finally arrives at the lake, although he

refuse to follow him as he sets out again; they will wait

first perceives it to be not a lake, but “distant sky.’ Once

to hear from him before they continue.

at the lake, he reports in the familiar Burroughs voice

admits he paid “little attention” to his course, which is

which has been rare in this essay: “The eye is as delight

obviously why he is having such trouble retracing his

ed as an escaped bird, and darts gleefully from point to

steps, but rather than accept responsibility for his capri

point.”

cious powers of observation, he masks his accountability

Burroughs

Burroughs is once again pleased with what his eyes

by suggesting he is “more than ever disposed” to believe

see. The keen observer has regained his confidence and

they “were under a spell.” Seemingly bewitched by his

exults, “It was so good to come upon such open space

ground level observations, he decides to gain a new visu

and such bright hues, after wandering in the dim, dense

al perspective by climbing a tree. While this seems like a

woods!” But his selective observations soon prove to be

good idea, our narrator-guide continues to erode our

of little use, for upon leaving the lake, this ecstatic visu

confidence by questionably selecting for his lookout

al reverie is immediately undercut with “a very ugly feel

perch, a “decayed beech that leaned out over the

ing of alarm and disappointment,” and anxiety over “an
emergency that seemed near at hand,” for although he

swamp.” Narrowly escaping injury as the tree begins to

has found the lake, he seems to have lost his companions.

try,” and no lake is in sight. He is still disoriented.

crack, he gains only a “momentary glimpse of the coun

He fears they may have been “misled” by his gun signal’s

Burroughs’ confidence in his powers of observation

reverberations, and that he must “undeceive them,” yet

continue to diminish so that he finds himself imagining

he is the one in need of “undeceiving.” His close obser
vation of nature has led to confusion.

he is nearing the lake when he is still only in another
alder swamp. The naturalist who usually hears beautiful

Thoreau warns of the limitations of this type of obser
vation in one of his journal entries which Burroughs, in
his later essay, “Thoreau’s Wildness” says has “much
truth and force” (221). One could almost imagine

and comforting bird songs now hears a creek he describes

Thoreau directly advising Burroughs regarding the
episode just described, as he says “Man cannot afford to

and vexation.” This “almost sick,” “hungry, fatigued,

be a naturalist, to look at Nature directly, but only with
the side of his eye. He must look through and beyond
her. To look at her is as fatal as to look at the head of
Medusa. It turns the man of science into stone” (221).

probably the most uncharacteristic Burroughs line of all:
“I heartily wished myself well out of the woods.”
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as “whirling away with a sound that seemed to my ears
like a burst of ironical laughter.” He turns back to return
to his friends “with a feeling of mingled disgust, shame,
and disheartened” man of “baffled purpose” records

Although the hikers eventually do arrive at the lake,
and Burroughs regains his capacity for finding delight in
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his woodland surroundings, because of all that preceded

becomes a metaphoric expression of Burroughs’ under

these events in the narrative, they are somewhat hollow

standing of the life-process itself, particularly with

victories. We are at best dubious about Burroughs’ capa

respect to the concept of evolution.

bilities “to read the book of nature aright,” (Burroughs

Although an admirer of Darwin’s theory, certain

qtd. in Wiley, 16) at least in this particular episode.

aspects of the theory troubled him at various stages of his

Burroughs’ comrades seem similarly shaken, for now as

life. In John Burroughs, Perry Westbrook points out that

they are preparing to leave, he no longer is referred to as

in Burroughs’ essay of 1916, “Life the Traveler,”

the scout.

He has abdicated his authority, and the

Burroughs is uncomfortable with the emphasis placed

group, now without a leader, wanders in circles, and

on natural selection’s role in species evolution and sug

hold “Another deliberation and a divided council,” until,

gests the necessity of some ‘“primal push and aspiration’

as Burroughs relates:

in addition to the struggle for survival.” Burroughs is

one of the party swore an oath, and said he was

also uneasy with Darwin’s recognizing “no innate or nec

going out of those woods, hit or miss, and,

essary tendency in each being to its own advancement in

wheeling to the right, instantly plunged over the

the scale of organization.”

brink of the mountain.

reminds us that Burroughs “quotes Emerson to support

The rest followed, but would fain have paused

his stand: ‘No statement of the universe can have any

and ciphered away at their own uncertainties, to

soundness that does not admit of its ascending effort’”

see if a certainty would not be arrived at as to

(106); Burroughs could have just as easily used this

where we would come out. But our bold leader

quote in conjunction with the passage in “Birch

was solving the problem in the right way.

Browsings” as the new leader forges ahead “over the

This dramatic and successful mountain descent

In addition, Westbrook

brink of the mountain,” or with the lines describing “the

demonstrates Burroughs’ realization that there is a time

original push, the principle of Life” in

for close observation and reflection, and a time for
impulse-driven, bold action. As he states in “Slide

Lookout.” In excerpts like these, the truth of
Burroughs’ comment regarding Emerson’s influence

Mountain,” there are times when “The eye is of little ser
vice; one must be sure of his bearings and push boldly on
and up” (96). In “A Sharp Lookout” Burroughs similar

becomes apparent: “I read him in a sort of ecstasy. I got
him in my blood, and he colored my whole intellectual

ly describes the “blind groping and putting forth of
Nature in every direction, with failure in some of her
ventures and the success of others__ceaseless experi

The spirit of Emerson’s emphasis on self-reliance per
meates a work like “Birch Browsings.” Having faith in

ments in every direction.” This “inherent impulse to
experiment, the original push, the principle of Life” (16)
that Burroughs finds in nature resembles those charac
teristics he praises in his group’s leader. Once the reader
makes this association, “Birch Browsings” can be read as
more than a well-crafted nature narrative; on one level it
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“A Sharp

outlook” (Barrus 41).

his own intuition, causes the leader of the lost group to
go about “solving the problem in the right way.” The
leader at this point in the narrative exemplifies Emerson’s
“brave and upright man, who must find or cut a straight
path to everything excellent in the earth, and not only go
honorably himself, but make it easier for all who follow
him to go in honor and with benefit” (Holman 536).

41

The leader in “Birch Browsings” utilizes his intuition

a melancholy reflection on the nature of time and expe

and transcends the senses—even the normally helpful

rience: “but if time is only phenomenal, as the philoso

sense of sight—to reach his goal and to help his fellows.

phers say, and life only in feeling, as the poets aver, we

But Burroughs is less successful. Even two paragraphs

were months, if not years, older at that moment than we

before the end of the tale, when Burroughs states they

had been two days before.” He feels they were aged by

were literally “out of the woods,” figuratively, he’s still in

the experience, yet he quickly adds that paradoxically,

the woods. Upon approaching the settlement, things

through the infusion of the birches’ “suppleness and

look “very strange” until they begin to “put on familiar

strength,” they are also younger.

features” as “Some magic scene-shifting” seems to take

At the conclusion of the essay, the reader is left with a

place before his eyes. This eerie mood is broken by the

paradox as well: the sharpest eye can still deceive. At

group joining in laughter over their “good luck” at arriv
ing at their destination.

times sight must give way to impulse, spectatorship to
action. When observation leads to action, the adventure

But Burroughs doesn’t end the essay focusing on

begins; the security of distance evaporates as the chal

their exhilaration. In the concluding paragraph he adds

lenges of immediacy present themselves. As a result, the

pJjKprogr.ipIt by J. Scoffers
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possibility of mistakes, calamities, or defeat also presents
itself.

This awareness darkens the essay’s mood.

However, to selectively read Burroughs’ works without
giving adequate attention to those parts which do not fit
the popularized ever-optimistic Uncle John, distorts his
deeper vision by oversimplification, and undermines the
ever-questioning and ever-evolving spirit evident in even
an early essay such as “Birch Browsings.”

Author's Note
Dr. Jim Butler, a professor of conservation biology at the
University of Alberta, Canada, impersonates John Burroughs
at performances, is an author, a prominant environmentalist
and is often called Canada's deep ecology poet. Selections
from his latest book, Dialog with a Frog on a Log will appear
in the fall Westview.
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